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Holy Cross School, Kumarghat was established under the banner of Holy Cross Education
Foundation in the year 2008. It was a dream comes true for both for the people of
kumarghat and to holy cross fathers, as to set up an educational institution in the newly
carved district, Unakoti in Tripura. We believe that Education, as a planned endeavour, at
personal and institutional level, aims at making children capable of becoming active,
responsible, productive and caring members of the society .We give vent to the idea that
education is supposed to encourage the students to analyze and evaluate their experience,
to doubt, to question, to investigate, in other words to be inquisitive and to think
independently.
With this aim of educate heart are mind we began the school with small number of children.
Our first batch of children has reached class seven in this academic year. As we were
following the children from nursery onward we could see the growth as they become
matured in our hands. They are trained both for the academic Excellency and moral
behavior as the motto of the school is to educate both the mind and heart of the students.
A long with the academic development we also give emphasis on the extra-curricular
activities. We con duct sports day in order to bring out the sportive spirit of the children. We
conduct cultural day to call out the hidden talents of the children. Beside this we have
regular extra-curricular activities and different competitions to bring out the best from the
students.
We do take utmost care to make education more students friendly and students centered.
We plan the lesion to make students active in the class rooms and teachers become only
facilitators to bringing out the abilities of the children. This year we began a three years long
training programme for the teachers by the Global School Room from Ireland. Thus we try
to make learning a comprehensive task in a friendly atmosphere where fear is done away
with and confidence is enhanced .I am sure we are not perfect we have many things to
improve up on we are just growing. The school is in the process of seeking CBSE affiliation as
per the request of our dear parents, lots of positive signs has come up on this process. The
Inspection Committee is constituted and is hope to visit our school the first week of
December. I wish all will go well for us.
I greatly acknowledge all our teachers who toil hard for the growth of the institutions. I
thank all the parents for their support and encouragement. I thank all the officers in
different offices where I have approached for any sort of need they have never discouraged
me. The co-missionary team-Fatima sisters and M.C sisters. Finally I thank for all my
students you are my energy and my hope. Your cute smiles and wishes encourage me to do
a lot work for you. I pray May God bless you all. As we march towards higher horizons let us
take effort to march together as one family of Holy Cross.
Thank you and God Bless you all .

